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THE SITUATION OF THE PROTESTANT CHURCH IN RUMANIA
 

State politics instead of church politics 
The question of power succession in Bishop election 

General Assembly of Kolozsvar Church District under pressure 
Removal of assistant bishop Istvan Tokes 

Restrictions on admision quota at Kolozsvár Divinity School 
Attempt to close down scattered churches 

Attack on Presbyteries 
 
 1. At the end of the forties, the introduction of the one-party system and the 
"declaration" of equality of ethnic groups laid the ideological groundwork for the total 
deprivation of ethnic groups of the possibility of their poltitical interest 
representation.  The two million Hungarians of Rumania and naturally, the other minorities 
are no exception, either, have not enjoyed any kind of political rights for decades.  This 
fact is not altered by the creation of the sham organization called Hungarian Nationality 
Workers' Council in Rumania or by the "proportionate" election to various national and 
local corporate bodies of workers of Hungarian nationality.  In general, the officially 
sanctioned Hungarian "political presence" is just a manipulative instrument of Rumanian 
state policy aiming at depriving Hungarians of their political rights. 
 
 To retain their identity, Hungarians, totally deprived of their collective political 
rights, can only turn to cultural life in the native tongue, education in the Hungarian 
language, and taking advantage of church life within its narrow confines.  However, 
Hungarian education and the system of cultural institutions, directed by Bukarest and 
polititcal in their ethnic outlook, were less and less able to withstand the strongly 
political and ideological Rumanian nationalism.  By the end of the seventies both 
education and cultural institutions were easily "nationalized" and forced into submission 
by de-Hungarianizing state policy.  Based on this it became more and more obvious that 
churches became the cornerstones for retaining Hungarian national identity.  Churches -- 
in spite of having suffered historically and politically during the past decades -- have 
so far succeeded in keeping their relative inner independence and have single handedly 
been able to rally hundreds of thousands of Hungarians, virtually the total Hungarian 
population living here. 
 
 It seems that state authorities have decided it's time to attack churches, the last 
bastion for Hungarians in Rumania.  Perhaps the role of the national church in the Polish 
events compells them to take action now, when definite signs of national and religious 
rebirth in Transylvania can be observed. 
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 A definite increase in outside pressure and intervention can be observed in the case 
of the Rumanian Protestant Church.  Between the two world wars the Protestant Church, the 
so-called "Hungarian religion" with its democratic organizations of synods and 
prebysteries, and rallying about half of all Hungarians in Rumania, palyed a leading role 
in their struggle of survival.  At the same time with its progressive traditions and 
positive role in Transylvanian's history it has become one of the major obstacles to the 
de-Hungarianizing Rumanian policy.  This is why the new policy exercised through the State 
Secretariat of Cultural Affairs (Departamentul Culturol) is trying to break its 
resistance, destroy its structure and cut it off from its congregations. 
 
 2. In order to achieve its political goals state power employs the method of "co-
leading."  In other words, the actual church leadeship (by bishops, council of directors, 
etc) is doubeled by the state office of church affairs and by regional representatives.  
The bishopry will not do anything without the approval of the authorities on church 
affairs, and frequently its scope of power is reduced to the mere execution of the 
authorities' orders.  To sharpen the issue: instead of church policy now it is state 
church policy that we are taling about.  Starting with the sixties personal changes in 
internal church leadership and church leaders' opportunism have led to a situation where 
church leadewrshipo serves outside interests entirely.  In most cases it is difficult to 
decide -- even in current matters -- whether it was the bishops or church inspectors who 
made a certain decision of ruling.  Regional (county) state inspectors have full power 
over churches in their jurisdiction and they are exectuors under strict party discipline 
of central church policy.  With this knowledge we may say that church leaders are merely 
involuntary agents of this power machine.  But it is not so.  The bishops (of Nagyvarad 
and Kolozsvar) can not defend themselves by saying "I followed orders"; they are not 
pitiful subordinates to power, but collaborators.  They use the dignity of the clergy to 
legitimize outside intervention and while the state offcially claims total separation of 
state and religion, in reality we are facing their intertwining as never seen before.  
This intertwining is reflected at the highest level by the high social status of two 
bishops: LASZLO PAPP, bishop of Nagyvarad is representative in the Great National 
Assembly, and Gyula Nagy, bishop of Koloszvar is member of the National Presidium of the 
Socialist Unity Front. 
 
 In a unique situation, Laszlo Papp, in his state-social capacity as member of the 
Parliament is a mmeber of the Committee of Religious Affairs, adjunct to the Great 
National Assembly.  This Committee defines national church policy and is above the 
Secretariat of Cultural Affairs in status, so the bishop is is one person the inside 
executive and outside influencing force of policy aimed against the churches. 
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 The sui generis church equivalent of the outside cult of personality and 
centralization of power is clericalism evident in dictatorial manifestations of the 
bishop's power.  Pushing to the background the spirit of the gospel and reformation, and 
the convocational-Presbyterian structure of the church, the bishops, with the 
unconditional support of the state, are exchanging their power of the congregation for the 
power of the state, and are gradually transforming the "church of Christ" into a state 
church.  Fitting into the 
state hierarchy they degrade the bishopry to a state function, and within the church 
appear as representatives of absolute state power. 
 
 3. This "State Clericalism" is most obvious through the bishop and further 
succession to power (see successio apostolorum) in the appointments to position in the 
clergy.  Position in Church government are confidential jobs "leading down" from the 
bishop's power.  Occasionally the state helps to power candidates of bishop's, and bishops 
elect to positions proteges of the state.  The decisive precedent to this practice was the 
election of the two current bishops.  In 1962, two years after the death of Janos 
Vasarhelyi, bishop of Kolozsvar, that is after two years of wrangling and interregnum of 
church power, having eliminated some ten candidates to the bishopry, state power appointed 
to the post Gyula Nagy, an unknown minister from Szeben who in his person now represented 
state power over church.  The situation is similar with Laszlo Papp, bishop of Nagyvarad.  
The bishops having attained power in this way are willingly cooperating with their 
superiors in exchange for their "election." 
 
 And now let us see a few examples of the above-mentioned power succession: 
 
 a/. Karoly Szekely, former minister from Bucharest, was promoted by state power in 
recognition of his "good deeds" to party leadership in his confidential job in the 
capital.  He has now the position of first counsel, perhaps the most important position in 
the Kolozsvar Church District.  His 1972 promotion can be considered as the starting point 
of the period of increased intervention into church affairs by state power and the 
forceful emphasis on the so-called leadership. 
 
 b/. Gyorgy Deak second counsel in Koloszvar, left the church at the time of crisis 
in religious and national life in the sixties, renouncing his village post of duty.  He 
returned into church administration as financial expert, and in spite of his infidelity as 
a minister, he was helped into the above position of central church leadership in 1981.  
Coming from the outside he is the representative of wordly opportunism as opposed to 
"pious" opportunists. 
 
 c/. The majority of theology professors in Kolozsvar got their positions on a 
"confidential" basis in an almost unveriafiable way, circumventing church law.  Thus they 
are more or less teachers of official church opportunism. 
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 d/. Although in the past its members had been from time to time elected, and the 
membership could have been favorable, the Synod of the Rumanian Protestant Church is in 
reality a make-belief body and its activities are duly confined to ceremonial 
proclamations of allegiance to the state.  The elctions at the 1984 Synod caused general 
outrage and strong opposition in church circles because the names on the lists had been 
compiled unlawfully and by unknown people, and because of the unlawful, arbitrary 
elections instructions.  The candidates were almost exclusively proteges of the state and 
bishops, and election instructions forbade the lection of members not oficially nominated.  
The bishopry has still not announced the results of the caothic elections, but it is 
almost certain that the leadership wants to use 
the Synod and the elected new members for its own political goals, speeding up the "re-
structuring" of the church according to state demands. 
 
 e/. On the Bishop's Seat -- composed of deans -- held in the spring of 1984 the 
presidency openly announced on the account of the fall elections of deans that only those 
deans should expect their reelection who "have behaved well" in current church and social 
matters and have "demonstrated a positive attitude."  This "lead", strongly criticized by 
some deans, is an open provocation of church law and synos-presbyterian principles, and 
unequivocally expresses the future intentions and clerical directive of official church 
leadership. 
 
 f/. last, but not least, the practice of filling ministerial positions sholud be 
discussed.  Although the autonomy prescribed by church law has been weakening against the 
central powers of the bishops in both church districts, the practice in Nagyvarad is 
particularly flagrant.  the bishop of Varad practically considers his church district as 
his kingdom.  His purposeful and though-out internal church policy ahs achieved that 
dozens of congregations have given up their right to vote, passing this authority on to 
the bishop.  With force or "soft words" he achieved the power of "life and death" in his 
post.  He appoints and demotes ministers arbitrarily, "according to their merits."  A good 
ministerial position in the district of Varad is a favor from the bishop, extended only to 
his "faithful subordinates."  In the spirit of "he who is not with me is against me" he 
developed an atmosphere of fear and flattery among his ministers.  And he does all this 
with the security of his position as a member of the National Assembly. 
 
 4. At this time in Koloszvar the most important question of power succession is the 
succession to the bishop's position.  The "right" solution to this basic problem can 
secure for the future the continuation and expansion of church policy.  Church authorities 
together with the bishop are painstakingly working on a smooth and favorable succession. 
 
 This effort is betrayed by the sensational and musch discussed recent case of Istvan 
Tokes, assistant bishop, professor of Theology and chief editor of Protestant Review.
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 The beginning of the story is that according to church law bishop Gyula Nagy was to 
retire 6-7 years ago at the age of 70 and himself had indicated hisd intension to do so.  
Instead, however, delfying church law and public opinion he kept his post enjoying 
unconditional state support, to circumvent the unwritten law that was to elect the 
assistant bishop Istvan Tokes to bishop.  It is noteworthy that Istvan Tokes was a prime 
candidate for the bishopry back in 1962, but state power refused to approved his election.  
Despite the controversy and public protest against lawlessness, the plan was successful.  
Meanwhile Tokes "naturally grew old" to be considered among the candidates (68 years old), 
thus state power succeeded in eliminating an undesirable candidate. 
 
 But state power and the collaborating bishops could not be satisfied with just so 
much.  The time has come in the lifetime of the bishop to find a "safe" solution to 
succession.  A contributing factor was the passage of time.  The Bishop Gyula Nagy grew 
old, was a man in ill health and had lost his mental alertness and stamina necessary to 
fullfill the duties and confidential tasks of his high office. 
 
 Istavan Tokes as well grew sufficiently old by the fall of 1983, at the age of 67, 
three years before retirement, to be gradually eliminated.  This process was necessary 
beacause in the event of the bishop's sudden resignation or death, Tokes, as the acting 
president of the church district and unofficial first man of the Rumanian Protestant 
Church, could have exerted a harmful influence on the election of the bishop.  Mindful of 
this and his opposition -- along with a desire for revenge -- in the fall of 1983 the two 
bishops in a joint decision arbitrarily removed Tokes, in effect forced him to retire from 
his position of theology professor.  With the actual support of state inspector Hoinarescu 
and tacit support of Office of Church Affairs in Bucharest Gyula Nagy aided by his above 
mentioned advisors "relieved" Tokes in his duties as assistant bishop and chief editor.  
The most Istvan Tokes achieved through his personal defiance and petitions submitted to 
the General Assembly of the Church District and the Secretariat of Cultural Affairs was a 
half year's delay in his actual removal.  At that time yelding to the bishop's autocracy 
and the influence of outside power the general assembly, hel in April of 1984, tacitly 
agreed to remove Tokes from all his posts.  Despite its better judgment that church namely 
the Bishop's Seat, the Council of Directors and the General Assembly -- became 
sufficiently intimidated and destroyed by the state power to lose moral strength and 
enough courage needed to defend itself against the global attack of power manipulations. 
  
 This was the first step for the solution of succession.  It itself was successful, 
however, its consequences was not.  The resistance and the force of public opinion were 
temporarily suppressed, and the governing bodies of the church intimidated, but this 
success caused great displeasure among church fathers, and it aroused interest and 
suspicion of manipulations along with spirit of resistance.  Transylvanian 
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Protestant circles are hoping that this spirit will not turn out to be just a momentary 
flare-up; they hope it will arouse domestic and foreign public opinion, amd mobilize 
ministers, congregations, institutions, organizations, public figures, and the faithful 
concerned about the fate of the protestant church. 
 
 Thus the second step resulted in failure for state power and this can be considered 
a positive reaction to the step, giving further hope. 
 
 After the "official release" of Istvan Tokes state authorities on church affairs and 
the bishopry tried to secure a smooth succession by ordering the election of an assistant 
bishop from a list of candidates officially approved by them.  Although three candidates 
were established adhering to the principle of multiple candidates, it is obvius that the 
number one candidate is Zoltan Z. Albu, a minister from Bucharest.  Following in the 
footsteps of council Karoly Szekely he wants to use a ministry in Bucharest as a stepping 
stone to higher posts.  At this point he is the most trusted man of the state authorities.  
According to the above mentioned legal practice, his possible election to the post of 
assistant bishop would mean an open road to the bishop's seat.  Official thinking 
considered a gradual rise to power less risky to success. 
 
 However, state power made a serious miscalculation about the election of Zoltan Z. 
Albu.  After forcing on them the removal of Istvan Tokes the General Assembly of the 
Church District was not willing to yield to power pressure for a second time.  They voted 
down all three official candidates, including Zoltan Z. Albu.  They agreed on thier own 
candidate in the person of Csaba Csutak, a dean from Koloszvar.  It is important to note 
however, that this generally favorable election is only a half-success.  Csaba Csutak is 
already 65 years old, and some of his personal qualities do not make him perfectly 
suitable for the bishopry.  His election merely succeeded in the thwarting a forced 
succession, but a final solution, favorable to the church, remains an open question. 
 
 5. The gradual weakening of the church has a dual objective: to impede the supply of 
ministers both in clerical and lay circles, and to disintegrate presbyterian self-
government.  Both efforts are aimed at undermining in their foundations the parishes that 
build on thir congregations. 
 
 a/. Referring to the above the drastic reduction in the number of student slots at 
the divinity schools poses the greatest danger. 
 
 The Rumanian Protestant Church, more and more relegated to dyaspora, inevitably lost 
many congregations during the past decades.  As a result of social changes, 
industrialization, urbanization, forced Rumanization, etc, several dozen independent 
congregations ceased to exist or became isolated.  This is the process, perhaps natural, 
thas state power is 
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forcefully trying to speed up.  Instead of taking countermeasures (eg more attention to 
isolated churches, establishment of new congregations in growing big cities, expansion of 
internal missions, etc.) The official church meets central ans state demands and becomes 
an obedient tool of its own liquidation. 
 
 It was in this spirit that some ten years ago the central church program of the so-
called shrub-growing" was announced; its essence was to close down barely functioning 
churches abd attach them to the remaining strong ones. 
 
 This plan was met by by strong resistance on the part of the earmarked 
congregations.  These repressed minority congregations numbering around 100-200 members 
showed great courage, faith and willingness to sacrifice when they rejected the mergers, 
deciding on fighting for their independence and resisting destructive central orders. 
 
 Seeing the failure of their efforts, the combined state and church powers resorted 
to a different tactic.  Trying to achieve their goal in an indirect way they scandalously 
reduced the number of new student slots in divinity schools.  Instead of the 15-20 slots 
in Kolszvar and an average of 10 slots in Nagyvarad, in the past five years they only 
announced a yearly 3-4-7 and 2-3 slots respectively, and in one year the church district 
of Varad did not secure any slots at all for applicants to the Divinity School at 
Koloszvar.  This practice led to a situation whereby in the past the total number of 
protestant students was 110-120, now it has diminished to 35-40, and the total number of 
students of all years in the Department of Theology in one academic year is now two-thirds 
of what it used to be.  The current situation is so bad that even if all of the 
approximately 30 students of the Koloszvar church district would be released the number 
would not be enough to fill the vacant posts.  (It should be mentioned that according to 
our information the Roman Catholic Church admitted 30 students this year to the Divinity 
Schools at Gyulafehervar.  This equals the number of students in all four years at the 
Protestant Divinity School, although the total number of Catholics in Transylvania is 
about the same as protestant. 
 
 It is easy to see where this road leads: dozens of congregations will be without a 
pastor; the mobility of ministers will increase; congregations will quickly lose their 
fate and give up their independence to neighboring congregations that do have a pastor.  
What cannot be achieved with force, will be accomplished through peaceful "shrub-growing." 
 
 b/. Less spectacular, but in its consequence grave asault is being lauched against 
the presbyteries. 
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 A few years ago state control of presbyterians elections was introduced.  According 
to it prior to the elections each pastor is required to show his list of candidates to the 
local authorities who have the right to strike anybody's name from it.  This unlawful 
intervention by the authorities further narrows the church leadeship's scope of activities 
and the spectrum of the social composition os presbyteries. 
 
 And finally the question of record keeping for the presbyteries should be discussed.  
Following each election the offices of the dean are required to write a detailed report on 
the presbyteries of the congregations (name, personal data, place of employment, address, 
party affiliation, etc.) and the combined results of these reports are submitted by chief 
church authorities.  This is were we come to full cycle: the central, local, work, etc. 
athorities receive information on their citizens from the church and keeping track of 
their church activities, the authorities influence their citizens' behavior through 
bureaucratic and discriminatory methods.  We could list numerous examples of how internal 
affairs of church districts and individuals within the presbyteries are influenced by the 
authorities.  But in the phantom world of "personal files" the mere knowledge of state 
record keeping is enough for the presbyteries to live in atmosphere of intimidation.  The 
presbyteries, at the mercy of state power, are in reality being alienated from their own 
church that betrays them. 
                                                                           




